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About This Content

A famous name from the 1940s comes to FSX: Steam Edition! The Hawker Hurricane lost out somewhat in the fame stakes to
the much more renowned Spitfire, but the reality is that Hurricanes proved more effective than Spitfires in the Battle of Britain.

It was a more robust aircraft, and its fabric-over-frame construction meant that it was cheaper and quicker to build and repair
than the Spitfire with its monocoque all-metal construction. The prototype first flew on the 6th November, 1935, and the

aircraft was steadily improved and altered to eventual production standard.

Developed by Just Flight, Battle of Britain Hurricane add-on for FSX: Steam Edition includes three versions of this remarkable
aircraft, from the Prototype through the early Mk1 two-bladed Rotol propeller version to the Mk1's more refined three-bladed
propeller type. With an incredibly detailed cockpit, several model variations, exacting flight dynamics, realistic engine sounds
and top quality paint schemes, the Hurricane makes an ideal stablemate for its famous sister, the Supermarine Spitfire (also

available in the FSX: Steam Edition store).

Features:

Highly detailed exterior models

High quality interactive 3D Virtual Cockpit

Realistic sounds

Canopy jettison feature
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11 authentic liveries

Animated pilot figure

Detailed Merlin engine visible

Numerous animations

High fidelity flight model

Detailed manual

Engine start and gun effects

Multiple viewpoints

Opening inspection hatches and a fully detailed exterior cockpit

Removable features include fuel tank cover, inspection panel on starboard side and gun hatches on wing

Includes Hawker Hurricane Mk1 'Battle of France' period model with wooden two-bladed propeller, ring-and-bead gun sight,
fabric wings as well as Hawker Hurricane Mk1 'Battle of Britain' period model

Interior models recreating early Hurricane with ring-and-bead gun sight as well as Mk1 production cockpit with reflector
gunsight

Exterior models built following the most accurate plans available, to achieve highly accurate profiles and shapes

Features modelled fabric over stringer rear fuselage

Specular and bump mapped where appropriate

Engine start battery trolley

Virtual cockpits completely modelled to portray the real cockpit in full detail

Every switch, knob and lever works, most with bespoke animation code

Shadow textured where appropriate

Animations include sliding canopy, animated pilot figure, canopy jettison feature, undercarriage, movable radiator flap,
retracting foot step and hand grabs, flaps, rudder, elevators, ailerons and trim tabs

Fuel tank cover can be removed to reveal tank, supply pipes and fittings

Inspection panel on starboard side can be removed to reveal cockpit detail

Gun hatches on wing can be removed to reveal Browning machine guns, ammunition feeders and fully modelled shells

Special effects include engine start smoke effect and gun firing effects and sounds

Highly detailed texture mapping without compromising frame rates
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Layered paint kit included to help create your own liveries (suitable additional paint program such as Photoshop
required)
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Great 3rd Installment to the Secret Files library!!. This game is a product from a joint effort namely https:\/\/www.alawar.com\/
(A professional Russian company with over 400 employees) and http:\/\/www.toymaninteractive.com\/ (who can't seem to get a
web page together). There are six in this particular series at the moment done by alternating enterprises.

This is a 'Time Management' game meaning it\u2019s a game that tests you in your ability to successfully plan when exercising
conscious control over the amount of time spent on specific activities to reach certain goals. This is all laid out on the
framework of a story where you become stranded on a fictitious island parroted with some symbols and beliefs to that of Easter
Island which is all made apparent thanks to Moai (great big head monoliths). The natives thinking that you are a gift from above
promise to help you on your way again as long as you help them first and return the island back to its former glory.
Unfortunately this means you are getting the raw end of the deal as you endeavour to gather, construct and defend the island
against hordes of annoying cartoon ghosts, an active volcano, frost bite sickness and several notorious tribes and bandits.

The first ten levels are nicely presented as a learning curve which have a generous amount of time allocated to them that it
would probably be possible to blindfold yourself and randomly click away at the screen and you would still pass all 10 levels
with 3 stars. However after this the difficulty really ramps up and even with successful planning your heart pulse will raise and
you will be forced to wipe sweat from your brow if you intend to continue to try and master a 3 star rating for all 64 levels.

The progression of the story is all nicely illustrated in story book animation while a well done narration helps in maintaining the
mood and the need to progress. Several artwork backdrops and game concepts contain an odd nod and wink here and there to
Easter Island folklore, however I must admit some liberties have been taken there as well (ghosts\/moai).

In a game like this a sense of completion and achievement is made when one nuts out a perfect strategy against pressing time
management. The game successfully tests the gamer in whole range of ways and never did the 64 levels feel like I was doing the
same thing over and over. Neither did it ever feel like one strategy fits all. As each level adapted, my game play and techniques
had to adapt too.

My biggest surprise is this, for the first in the series alawar and toyman did a number of things correct in their time management
game which other companies have definitely failed to implement or master. Some of which are...

* When each level begins you have the ability of running your cursor over each object on the map and see the different
requirements needed, this allows the player to really think about a method of execution before beginning. As soon as you click
the first item on the map though, the game is on.

* While time and resource requirements are very challenging at times they were never impossible. This helped maintain the
games reputation for being a casual enjoyable game. Many companies fail to take into account the transition of app design and
PC. Distances needed to travel on a large pc screen with mouse and pad can be quite significant in comparison to touchscreen
which many companies fail to take into account.

* The versatility of strategy tested here was quite praiseworthy. There were a few levels which required you thanks to limited
land resources to even 'destroy' current resources when you had enough and construct different resources so that you can reach
all stated goals. Many time management games I have played have NEVER tested this concept and often a one tactic fits all.

There are many things to enjoy with this (2013) gem which kept me entertained for well over a week. Definitely worthy of a
gander if it ever goes on sale.

Below is a sample of someone else playing level 9 it should be enough of a sample for you to work out if this is a game for you.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/n0hIClDb1OU
. A game where you and yourself are the only ones who can save this area... Death everywhere.. This game is incredible, but it
will bust your balls if you try to beat it.. Let's start with this, I am an avid RL Disc Golfer.

I've been waiting for the announcement of a VR Disc Golf game since I bought my VIVE. I am happy to report, that this is a
very good step in the correct direction. The physics are pretty much right there. There are 4 different "discs" to choose from to
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help you with your shots. The courses are all "digital" and are pretty challenging. Sound and Music are also on point.

If you actually play Disc Golf, it's going to take a bit of getting used to. Took me about 2 full rounds of 18 before I started to
understand how to change my play to fit the game. The disc is about 6" farther out that you normally throw so you have to
adjust to that. Once you get that down, I was shooting Par in no time.

I can't wait for them to add "Leagues" and Multiplayer in the near future. This is definately going to be a game for the Disc
Golfer and the non-Disc Golfer. Great development team and a very promising future.. The first time I saw this game, I knew I
would get addicted to it. The interactions and user interface absorbs the player, and all the ability cards commensurate with
eachother. Scrutinizing through the ability cards and constructing a deck of 5 is the most enjoyable part. This game is definitely
worth your time.. childhood favorite. The fireworks part is really nice to watch and to play with. The indoor fireplace scene
where it rains outdoor is too complex and juddery on my GTX 780Ti GPU. This scene needs some optimization. The other two
landscape scenes are relatively bland and would require higher res textures and details to be really enjoyable.

. Good horror game 10\10 ! :D. I played the Russians and had no rain till november (Turn 35). No replacements from turn 20 to
30 , then two divisions from 30 - 32, then nothing again till turn 40. The German AI also seemed to ignore any penalties for
being out of command range.

 I am not sure what this was supposed to be a simulation of, but it certainly was nothing like the russian experience of the Great
Patriotic war. It was the war hitler dreamed off though, so the AI had a breaze.
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This is not a fun game at all. Don't waste your money.
. The game is OKEY (not very good really)
The systerms are too simple, no exp ,no map ,no guide at all, and no infos or storys about the world (can't tell what i'm playing,
wow or rimworld ?) and most of all , no MODs
But still has its own fun, hope it could get better later. Shove your DRM up your♥♥♥♥♥. If you dont want to pay money for
fifa and want a soccer game then world of soccer is for you

PROS
-pixel gameplay
-reminds me of the 90s
-good to kill time
-easy to learn the controls
-great team matching

CONS
-pixel gameplay
-controls
-reminds me of the 90s
-wonky controls

the cons are not my cons but if you dont like the fell of the game.Thats why i did that i think this is a great alteritive to fifa
. Much like a piece of classical music, a painting by one of the masters of the Renaissance, or perhaps a fine wine; Dangerous
High School Girls in Trouble!™ only gains in quality as it ages. This carefully thought-out masterpiece of a modern day RPG is
indeed a work of Art I must recommend to all friends of the Japanese "Kusoge"-school of video game design.. I was an early
alpha/beta tester of this game and received the product for free since December 2016

This game is really fun, due to how fast paced it can be, and offers a challenge, by locking each world based on your time.

It's a Low Poly style [which, i adore!] and let's just say, if you want fast-paced parkour, PLAY. THIS. GAME!
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